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In most social science disciplines, quantitative researchers will work with survey research
to develop, build or test theories. In order for such survey research to be as rigorous as
possible, it is important that we conduct robustness checks on our results in order to assess
the validity of our theoretical claims. Therefore, this guide (the last in a series of 3) focuses
on exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis with questionnaire items.

In this guide, you will be given a simple contextual description of each type of factor analysis
and when/why it should be used, as well as examples worked through in Rstudio. This guide
assumes a basic competency in R from the start - for example users should already be
comfortable with assigning and calling objects.

The example used in this guide is based on a dataset of people’s Basic Human Values. Basic
values are a personality characteristic that can be measured by psychometric surveys. In this
instance, a 20 item questionnaire was administered to 107 people, with two items each
tapping one of the ten basic values in the theory. These ten values can be clustered further
into 4 higher order values. This guide will use exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses
to assess the reliability of the questionnaire items used to test this theory.
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Section 1

Exploratory Factor Analysis

What is it and when to use it?

Studies in the social sciences are often involve long lists of variables that are used in tandem
to characterise other, unobservable, objects. An obvious example of this can be found in
survey research, where questionnaires are employed that have lots of different questions in
them. The number of variables created by these lists of questions can cause complications
when it comes to interpreting and analysing the data, especially if we hope and/or assume
that these questions are measuring the same (or a number) of other, underlying variables.

In these situations we can use exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to group variables that are
intercorrelated under more general latent factors. The overall purpose of EFA is to reduce the
original list of variables to a smaller number of common factors that are easily interpretable.
Factor analysis therefore provides a clearer view of the data AND new parsimonious variables
to use in ongoing analyses.

Each new factor creates a dimension that can understood as a classification axis along which
our measurement variables are plotted. This projection produces two sets of results known as
factor scores and factor loadings. Factor scores are “the scores of a subject on a […] factor”
(Rietveld & Van Hout 1993: 292), while factor loadings are the “correlation of the original
variable with a factor” (ibid: 292). We can then use the factor scores for future tests like
regression models, while the factor loading allows us to determine the importance of each
measurement variable for that factor (as a correlation, it can be squared to provide a figure
for the variance accounted for by the variable in question). We can also use the data to
interpret the new factors and give them theoretically sensible labels.

Example

Start by setting your working directory and reading the data file containing your questionnaire
responses. You can conduct EFA using the “psych” package.

It is likely that your survey contains a lot more items than you need for this analysis (i.e. socio-
demographic data or another item battery). For example, in my dataset I have 165 variables
but for the purpose of the current test, I am only interested in the 20 question battery related
to respondents’ basic values. Therefore, you need to isolate these data as new matrix in your
global environment (top right panel in Rstudio).
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I am going to organise my survey battery for basic values into a new matrix (x) using the cbind
function. Once you have created this, you can use the summary() function to check the
descriptive statistics for each item. You can also use the cor() function check the inter-item
correlations before you conduct EFA. Your correlations should be higher between items that
you think tap the same latent constructs. If you have any missing values in your dataset,
remember to remove these beforehand or use the na.omit() function to tell R that they should
be ignored. At this stage you may also like to rename your individual measurement variables.
In this example, I have relabelled each one according to the lower order value it is supposed
to measure (Conformity, Tradition, Security, Benevolence, Universalism, Self- Direction,
Stimulation, Hedonism, Achievement, Power).

Once your data is ready to analyse, you have two more decisions to make. In the first instance,
you need to choose how many factors you’d like the computer to extract from the data. You
might have an a priori idea of how many latent constructs there should be in the data and
you’d like to test whether this works. Alternatively, you might conduct a principal component
analysis (see guidance sheet 2 in this series) and retain only the number of factors that have
eigenvalues above 1. This is generally recommended. The second decision you need to make
is whether or not you will include a rotation in your EFA and if so, which type. Factor rotation
alters the pattern of the factor loadings, and hence can improve interpretation. Rotation can
best be explained by imagining factors as axes in a graph, on which the original variables load.
By rotating these axes, then, it is possible to make clusters of variables load optimally. There
are three types of orthogonal rotation:

A. QUARTIMAX: Rows are simplified so that the variable should be loaded on a single factor.

B. VARIMAX: Used to simplify the column of the factor matrix so that the factor extracts are
clearly associated and there should be some separation among the variables.

C. EQUIMAX: The combination of the above two methods. This method simplifies row and
column at a single time.

Given that I am using measurement variables to tap basic values that are supposed to be
interdependent, I am going to use varimax rotation in this example.
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To run your EFA, you need to create a new object in R using the factanal() function. You can
then ‘run’ your new object to obtain factor scores and loadings. In this example, I am going to
restrict the number of factors for extraction to 4. In the theory of Basuc Human Values
devised by Shalom Schwartz (1992), each of the ten lower order values (measured here by two
questionnaire items each) can be clustered into four higher order values (Self- Enhancement
(containing Achievement and Power values); Self-Transcendence (containing Benevolence and
Universalism values); Conservation (containing Security, Tradition and Conformity values); and
Openness (containing Self-Direction, Stimulation and Hedonims values). Theoretically,
therefore, 4 factors should emerge from my data. Let’s see.
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Interpreting the Results

The first section of the output provides figures for the “uniqueness” of our measurement
variables. We should be wary of particularly high uniqueness figures (>.7), which normally
show that the variable does not fit neatly into the factors we have extracted. In this example,
we can see that the first item measuring Security values has a high uniqueness of .87. We can
look at this another way. If the uniqueness of a variable is substracted from 1, then we get the
communality value for that variable. Communality is the variance of the nth variable explained
by the factors in the model (m). In this example, my first Security item has a communality of
0.13, which means that only 13% of the variance in that variable was contributed by the 4
common factors extracted in the EFA. This result might be effected by the relatively small
sample size in this example, or it might reflect that the questionnaire item is a poor
measurement of Security values, or it might be that it is measuring something entirely
different, or it might be the theory in question does not work as expected in the sample
population. You should carefully consider your theoretical approach to the study and survey
design before reaching a conclusion.

The next section provides factor loadings, which run from -1 to 1. These results are simply the
correlations of each measurement variable with the unobserved factors. Rather than focusing
on individual results, we are interested in groups of relatively high factor loadings (>.5). Such
groupings help us to make sense of our factors. For example, we can see that the four
variables measuring Achievement and Power values load strongly on the second factor,
suggesting that this is the Self-Enhancement grouping we were expecting. If you scan the
other results, you will see that the measurement variables load in the groupings mentioned
earlier in this document. The only exceptions to this are the weaker item for Security values,
and the two items measuring Universalism values. Such discrepancies are worth exploring in
your write up.

The next section summarises the factors. We’re particularly interested in the final row:
“Cumulative Var”. This provides a figure for the cumulative proportion of variance explained by
the factors (ranging from 0 to 1). Ideally we want to see a high final figure, although this is
generally a subjective decision. Given that the final cumulative variance accounted for by the 4
factors in this model is only .49, it looks like we should consider more than four factors. The
row above, “Proportion Var”, is simply the proportion of variance explained by each factor. The
“SS loadings” row is the sum of squared loadings. This is sometimes used to determine the
value of a particular factor. We say a factor is worth keeping if the SS loading is greater than 1.
In this example, all are greater than 1.

The final section presents the results of a hypothesis test. The null of this test is that 4 factors
are sufficient for our model. The low p-value leads us to reject the hypothesis and consider
adding more factors. This hypothesis test is provided based on our method of estimation,
maximum likelihood.
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Section 2

Confirmatory Factor Analysis

What is it and when to use it?

In EFA, all of the variables load onto all factors and we use a rotation method to determine the
most parsimonious and effective structure in the data (i.e. clear factors with the fewest cross-
loadings). However, in confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) we must use our theoretical
approach to the data to specify the number of factors and their inter-correlations, and which
measurement variables load onto which factors. If EFA is relatively inductive in its approach to
creating structures in your data, then CFA is far more deductive and allows you to test the
theoretical assumptions you bring to the data.

In this example, I know that [theoretically] my individual measurement variables should
measure ten latent lower order values and, correspondingly, four latent higher order values
(Self-Enhancement (containing Achievement and Power values); Self-Transcendence
(containing Benevolence and Universalism values); Conservation (containing Security, Tradition
and Conformity values); and Openness (containing Self-Direction, Stimulation and Hedonims
values)). Theoretically, therefore, I expect my items to load onto the respective latent variables
outlined above. I will use CFA to test these assumptions.

Example

In order to run a CFA in R, you will first need to install and load the ‘Lavaan’ package. You can
then start by specifying the model you’d like to run. In other words, you need to tell R
 
which measurement variables are supposed to underlie which latent factors in your model. In
this example, I have grouped my measurement variables according to which of the 4 higher
order values they are supposed to tap.

To estimate the model in lavaan, the easiest method is to use the ‘cfa’ function. It comes with
sensible defaults for estimating CFA models, including the assumption that you’ll want to
estimate covariances among all of your latent factors (so we don’t actually have to write those
covariances into the model). You can get all of the information you need about your CFA
model with the summary() command (see below).
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The default estimator for CFA models with continuous indicators is maximum likelihood. The
default treatment of missing data is listwise deletion but you can tell R to use Full Information
Maximum Likelihood (FIML). Latent factors aren’t measured, so they don’t naturally have any
scale. In order to come up with a unique solution, though, the estimator needs to have some
scale for them. Lavaan’s default is to set each latent factor’s scale to the scale of its first
indicator. Alternatively you can constrain the latent factors to have a mean of 0 and a variance
of 1 (i.e. to standardize them) using the ‘std.lv=TRUE’ argument when you use the function
‘cfa()’.
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Interpreting the Results

The first few blocks of output relate to different fit indices. Rose Hartman describes each
of these succinctly on her blog ‘Understanding Data’. Here are some of her key
definitions:

CFI (Comparative fit index): Measures whether the model fits the data better than a
more restricted baseline model. Higher is better, with okay fit > .9.

TLI (Tucker-Lewis index): Similar to CFI, but it penalizes overly complex models (making
it more conservative than CFI). Measures whether the model fits the data better than a
more restricted baseline model. Higher is better, with okay fit > .9.

AIC (Akaike’s information criterion): Attempts to select models that are the most
parsimonious/efficient representations of the observed data. Lower is better. AIC is a
good comparison statistic when measuring the comparative fit of different CFA models.



BIC (Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion): Similar to AIC but a little more
conservative, also attempts to select models that are the most parsimonious/efficient
representations of the observed data. Lower is better.

RMSEA (Root mean square error of approximation): The “error of approximation”
refers to residuals. Instead of comparing to a baseline model, it measures how closely the
model reproduces data patterns (i.e. the covariances among indicators). Lower is better.
It comes with a 90% confidence interval in lavaan and other major SEM software, so that’s
often reported along with it.

WARNING: It is very important to remember that decent ‘fit’ statistics do not automatically
mean that you have produced a good model, or that the model is a truthful
representation of relationships in real life. You can often alter your model in any number
of ways and still extract good fit statistics. It is only in the context of your chosen theory
that you can decide whether or not a model fits well.

After the fit indices, R provides you with a series of parameter estimates. These results
show you the factor loadings of each measurement variable. For example, in this dataset
the item ImpRel (which measures Tradition values) has a factor loading on the factor
Conservation of 1.18. Factor loadings can be interpreted like a regression coefficient. For
example, this parameter tells us that for each unit increase in the latent factor
Conservation (since we standardized latent factors, this means for each 1SD increase),
the model predicts a 1.18-unit increase in ImpRel.

The output is rather long and lots of it might not be useful and/or worth reporting. For
the purpose of interpreting your results and making them presentable, you can pull out
all of the factor loadings and put them in their own table with functions from the ‘dplyr’
package, and ‘kable’ from the ‘knitr’ package.
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It is possible that you may have competing theories about how your variables should
interact and what they should be tapping (different unobservable factors). In that case,
you can run a series of different CFA models with different specifications and compare
the fit statistics of each model against the others.

When it comes to writing up your results, Alexander Beaujean (2014) recommends ten
essential components:

1. A theoretical and empirical justification for the hypothesized model.

2. A complete description of how the model was specified (i.e., the indicator variables for
each latent variable, the scaling of the latent variables, a description of what parameters
were estimated and constrained).
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3. A description of your sample (i.e., demographic information, sample size, sampling
method).

4. A description of the type of data used (e.g., nominal, continuous) and descriptive
statistics.

5. Tests of assumptions (specifically that the indicator variables follow a multivariate
normal distribution) and the type of estimator used in your model.

6. A description of missing data and how the missing data was handled.

7. The software and version used to fit the model.

8. Measures, and the criteria used, to judge model fit.

9. Any alterations made to the original model based on model fit or modification indices.

10. All parameter estimates (i.e., loadings, error variances, latent (co)variances) and their
standard errors.
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